
Abstract
The Open Services Gateway Initiative (OSGi) defines and
promotes open specifications for the delivery of managed
services into networked environments. A key element of this
initiative is the OSGi framework, which is a lightweight
framework for deploying and executing service-oriented
applications. This paper focuses on the OSGi framework by
first discussing some implementation details of an open
source implementation of the OSGi framework, called
Oscar. The paper then presents issues that arose or whose
importance was magnified through implementing and/or
using the OSGi framework.

 1 Introduction
The Open Services Gateway Initiative (OSGi) is an inde-
pendent, non-profit corporation working to define and pro-
mote open specifications for the delivery of managed ser-
vices to networked environments, such as homes and auto-
mobiles. The initial focus of OSGi was the market of home
services gateways, where the vision was a future in which a
house would contain a home-area network and most, if not
all, household devices would be connected to this network.
The home services gateway would then act as a gateway
between the end user (and owner) of the devices and the
service providers that want to provide (i.e., sell) services for
the devices. Prime examples of this vision are home secur-
ity and home health care monitoring. This vision was fur-
ther expanded to include any networked environment, such
as automobiles, that provided a mix of embedded devices
and the need to deploy services for those devices.

To achieve this vision, OSGi defined a specification for the
OSGi Service Platform [OSGi2003]. The OSGi Service
Platform consists of two pieces: the OSGi framework and a
set of standard service definitions. The OSGi framework
defines the actual services gateway (i.e., the deployment
and execution environment for services) and is the focus of
this paper. The OSGi framework is a lightweight frame-
work for deploying and executing service-oriented applica-
tions. It provides a simple component model, a service re-
gistry, and support for deployment. Because of these char-
acteristics, the OSGi framework can also be used for pur-
poses other than as a services gateways.

Research work in using the OSGi framework as the basis
for creating service-oriented, component-based applications
is ongoing in the Gravity project [Hall2003]. Other uses in-
clude multi-agent systems and plugin mechanisms. In par-
ticular, the Eclipse project [IBM2000], a modular, plugin-
centric integrated development environment spearheaded

by IBM, is experimenting in using OSGi as a dynamic plu-
gin mechanism; this experimentation is taking place in an
Eclipse sub-project called Equinox.

This paper is relevant to either view of the OSGi framework
as a services gateway or as a generic application frame-
work. The paper first describes the OSGi framework in
more detail. After this detailed description, the paper
presents some implementation details of Oscar1, an open
source implementation of the OSGi framework, in order to
try to provide a deeper understanding of some of the issues
at hand, followed by issues that have arisen after much
work using and developing for the OSGi framework. Fi-
nally, the paper presents the authors' proposed future work
to address some of the presented issues by both improving
the Oscar implementation and providing new functionality
on top of the OSGi framework.

 2 OSGi Service Framework
There have been three versions of the OSGi specification.
The core service framework has not changed significantly
since the first version; most changes have taken place in the
standard service definitions and these will not be discussed
in this paper. The OSGi specification defines the service
framework to include a minimal component model, man-
agement services for the components, and a service registry.
Services (i.e., Java interfaces) are packaged along with their
implementations and their associated resources into
bundles. Services are deployed, as bundles, into the OSGi
framework via wide-area networks (i.e., the Internet). 

The OSGi framework creates a host environment for man-
aging bundles and the services they provide; a bundle is the
physical unit of deployment in OSGi and is also a logical
concept used by the framework to internally represent the
service implementations. Concretely, a bundle is a Java
JAR file that contains a manifest and some combination of
Java class files, native code, and associated resources. The
manifest of the bundle JAR file contains meta-data describ-
ing, among other things, the Java packages that the bundle
requires or provides.

To use a bundle, it must be installed into the framework. An
installed bundle is uniquely identifiable by either its bundle
identifier (a number assigned dynamically by the frame-
work when the bundle is installed) or by its  location (which
is an arbitrary character string used when installing the
bundle). The location string is used to retrieve the bundle
JAR file and is generally an URL. Since bundles are

1 Available at http://oscar-osgi.sourceforge.net
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uniquely identified by their location string, it is not possible
to install two or more bundles from the same location; thus,
a bundle is essentially a singleton.

The management mechanisms provided by the framework
allow for the installation, activation, deactivation, update,
and removal of bundles. When a bundle is installed, it de-
ploys a single component, called an activator, that can re-
gister and/or use services. When a bundle is activated, its
corresponding activator component is created by the frame-
work. The activator implements activation and deactivation
methods that are called to initialize and de-initialize it, re-
spectively. In the activation/deactivation methods, the activ-
ator receives a context object, which gives it access to the
framework and the service registry. The context allows the
activator component to register services, look for other ser-
vices, and register itself as a listener to different types of
events that the framework may fire. When registering a ser-
vice, the activator component may attach a set of attribute-
value pairs to the service. Many different implementations
of the same service may be registered by many different ac-
tivator components and the associated service properties
can be used to differentiate among them. To look for a ser-
vice, an activator component uses the fully qualified service
name and an optional selection filter in LDAP query syntax
over the service properties.

A bundle may be activated or deactivated at any moment
while the framework is running. When a bundle is deactiv-
ated, its associated activator component must unregister its
services and release the services that it is using. Clients of
the activator component's services must take care to ob-
serve the departure of the services. Upon departure, clients
must release references to the departing services and take
any necessary corrective actions. The OSGi framework uses
event notifications to signal service arrival and departure.

In order to support bundle deployment and service interac-
tion, the OSGi framework provides sophisticated class load-
ing mechanisms. Bundle meta-data allows bundles to de-
clare imported and exported Java packages that enable shar-
ing of code among installed bundle. This type of code shar-
ing is convenient for libraries, but is also necessary to en-
able interaction via common service interfaces. Interaction
among bundles requires that common class definitions are
accessed from the same class loader, otherwise class cast
exceptions will result since different class loaders represent
different class namespaces in the Java virtual machine. The
OSGi framework automatically manages the import/export
package dependencies through a process called bundle res-
olution. In OSGi terms, resolving a bundle means matching
all of a bundle's imported packages to exported packages
provided by other bundles installed in the framework. A
bundle can only export classes if it is currently resolved and
a bundle can only be activated if it is resolved.

 3 Oscar – An OSGi Implementation
Oscar is an open source implementation of the OSGi ser-
vice framework and has been available since the year 2001.

Technically, the OSGi service framework can be boiled
down to a custom, dynamic Java class loader and a service
registry that is globally accessible within a single Java vir-
tual machine. The custom class loader maintains a set of
dynamically changing bundles that share classes and re-
sources with each other and interact via services published
in the global service registry.

As defined by the OSGi specification, each bundle is rep-
resented in memory as an instance of the Bundle inter-
face, which provides access to bundle state information as
well as bundle operations, such as update and uninstall.
Oscar associates a state object with each bundle, which is
used to maintain all of a given bundle's run-time state.
Oscar's follows a centralized implementation, where one
main class, Oscar, handles the following tasks:

� Maintains the set of installed bundles,
� Maintains registered event listeners for all OSGi-

defined events,
� Resolves imported classes from available exported

classes,
� Provides the functionality for all bundle and frame-

work-related operations; specifically, all methods
exposed by the two main OSGi interfaces: Bundle
and BundleContext, and

� Provides a bundle cache.

Not all of the above tasks are directly implemented within
the Oscar class, some tasks are delegated to other classes.
Regardless, all functionality must pass through the Oscar
class at some point. This centralized approach was not al-
ways used within Oscar, a decentralized approach and a hy-
brid approach were both used at various times, but both
proved to be too cumbersome. In particular, such ap-
proaches complicated event management and concurrency
control, since these issues have both local and global im-
plications. Further, complex operations that span multiple
bundles, like refreshing a set of bundles after update and/or
uninstall operations, were difficult to coordinate. The cent-
ralized approach was adopted to overcome these issues. The
remainder of this section discusses Oscar class loading in
more detail, since it is an important and complicated aspect
of the OSGi framework.

 3.1 Class Loading
Class loading [Liang1998] is central to the OSGi frame-
work since it is necessary to activate bundles and to enable
interaction among bundles via common service interface
definitions. Originally, class loading in Oscar was handled
by a custom class loader that was specifically tailored to
OSGi. Current versions of Oscar use a generic, policy-driv-
en class loader, called the Module Loader. The Module
Loader was created within the Oscar project, but was not
specifically targeted for OSGi. The main goal is to provide
a generic and extensible class loader that is useful for the
many types of projects, such as plugin systems, application
servers, and component frameworks, that require class load-
ers that are more sophisticated than the standard Java class



loaders.

The Module Loader tries to limit the number of class load-
ing policy assumptions it makes, but at a minimum it as-
sumes that sources for classes, resources, and native librar-
ies are grouped into modules; modules are only a logical
grouping and do not prescribe an actual packaging or de-
ployment unit format. A module manager is used to create
and access modules. Each module in a given module man-
ager has an associated module class loader, which is used
to load classes and resources from the module. To use the
Module Loader, an application creates an instance of the
module manager, populates it with modules, retrieves the
class loader for a particular module, and uses this class
loader to load and instantiate application classes. The actual
mechanics of how a class is loaded are not precisely defined
by the Module Loader.

When the module class loader receives a request to load a
class, it does not immediately search its associated module's
sources. Instead, it delegates the request to the module man-
ager's search policy. The search policy defines the actual
semantics of how a class or resource is found in response to
a specific request. The goal is to create a standard library of
search policies, which are akin to class loading patterns,
that are useful to many different projects that require cus-
tom class loaders. Some examples of common class loading
patterns are self-contained, exhaustive, and import/export.
A self-contained policy only looks at the sources of the
module associated with the instigating module class loader,
as is the case with applets in a web browser. An exhaustive
policy looks sequentially into all modules of the associated
module manager, similarly to how the typical Java
CLASSPATH approach works. The import/export policy is
a more complex example that enables sharing among mod-
ules based on import/export rules.

The import/export search policy allows modules to define
required imports and provided exports. It then automatic-
ally attempts to validate modules by matching imports to
exports. Classes can only be loaded from modules that are
validate (i.e., their imports are satisfied). The import/export
search policy is parameterized by two additional policies:
compatibility and selection policies. The compatibility
policy is used to determine when imports/exports are com-
patible; this allows the application to use its own definition
of backwards compatibility, for example. The selection
policy allows the application to select the precise module to
be used to resolve an import; this allows the application to
apply scoping rules, for example.

 3.1.1 OSGi and the Module Loader

Oscar uses the Module Loader for all of its class, resource,
and native library loading. Oscar maps the OSGi concept of
a bundle directly to the module concept of the Module
Loader. It uses the import/export search policy, since this
policy most closely resembles the OSGi class loading pat-
tern. In using the import/export search policy, Oscar

provides OSGi-specific compatibility and selection policies.
The compatibility policy assumes that imports/exports are
versioned Java packages and that all packages are back-
wards compatible. The selection policy enforces that all
modules that import a specific package, get that package
from the same export module. To support dynamic package
imports, as defined in the OSGi 3.0 specification, Oscar
subclasses the import/export search policy and adds func-
tionality to dynamically import packages when appropriate,
if the base import/export search policy fails to resolve a re-
quest.

Using the Module Loader in this fashion gives benefits to
the Oscar implementation, namely a clearer separation
between policy and mechanism. This also results in source
code that is more understandable, since the specific policy
implementations are explicitly separated from other func-
tionality.

 3.1.2 Resolving Bundles

A bundle must be resolved before it can be activated;
resolving is the process of matching imported packages to
available exported packages provided by other installed
bundles. The OSGi specification gives some leeway to the
framework implementation in determining precisely when
to resolve a bundle, as long as it happens before the bundle
is activated. Oscar uses a lazy approach to resolving
bundles; Oscar only tries to resolve a bundle in two situ-
ations:

1. The bundle itself is being activated or
2. The bundle is exporting a package that is needed by

another bundle that is being activated.

These two situations are clearly related. If a bundle is activ-
ated, it is likely that the transitive closure of packages de-
pendencies will also need to be resolved. The benefit of this
lazy approach is that it eliminates start-up ordering issues,
which can also ensure that the newest version of an expor-
ted package is used if multiple bundles provide different
versions of the same package.

The underlying import/export search policy of the Module
Loader supports lazy resolution of modules; this process is
called validation at the import/export search policy level.
To manually resolve a bundle, Oscar accesses the
import/export search policy to instigate the validation pro-
cess on a specific module that has a one-to-one mapping
with a bundle at the OSGi level. The import/export search
policy also automatically validates modules when an at-
tempt is made to load classes from a module class loader. In
this case, Oscar must listen for validation events generated
by the import/export search policy so that it can update the
state of the corresponding bundle.

 4 OSGi Issues
By using the OSGi framework as a basis for research
work [Cervantes2002, Hall2003], certain issues were un-
covered and/or their importance was magnified. This sec-



tion is not implying that any of the issues contained herein
are inherent flaws in the OSGi framework, rather it is high-
lighting issues that are not necessarily readily apparent
from reading the specification and that could have an im-
pact on an application that uses or is built on top of the
OSGi framework.

Simplistic package compatibility semantics. OSGi en-
ables sharing of Java packages among bundles using an im-
port/export approach, but it adopts a simple package com-
patibility semantics that requires that all newer versions of a
package be backwards compatible with older package ver-
sions. Such an approach does not always reflect real-world
constraints, but it is not possible to overcome this limitation
with OSGi unless the application adopts a package naming
convention that falls outside of OSGi management mechan-
isms. Other projects and technologies, such as Ec-
lipse [IBM2000] and .NET [Platt2002], explicitly allow for
the possibility of shared code not being backwards compat-
ible.

Inflexible package sharing. OSGi only provides for two
levels of package visibility, either global or private. Global
visibility refers to exported packages that are shared; in this
case, all packages that import an exported package must im-
port the same version supplied by the same bundle. It is not
possible to support multiple versions of shared packages in
memory at the same time. Using private visibility, however,
it is possible to have multiple versions of a package in
memory at the same time, but, by definition, private pack-
ages cannot be shared. For OSGi, this issue is mitigated
since backwards compatibility among packages is assumed,
but again, this is a real need as witnessed by the fact that
both Eclipse and .NET specifically allow for this possibil-
ity. This issue is tied to the last issue of package compatib-
ility. If more flexible package compatibility semantics are
required, then it is likely that more flexible package sharing
approaches will also be required. By providing more flexib-
ility in this area, it would be possible, for example, to up-
grade an application partition to a new version of a pack-
age, while leaving other partitions of the application using
the older version.

This issue of semi-rigid package sharing impacts more than
just the ability to have multiple packages in memory at the
same time. Take for example, the concept of plugin frag-
ments in Eclipse. The concept allows a plugin to host
“plugin fragments,” which are essentially merged with the
hosting plugin and have access to the hosting plugin's
classes as well as any other fragments classes. These types
of sophisticated sharing scenarios are not easily supported
in OSGi, since all sharing is accomplished in the global
scope and access cannot be limited to a sub-scope.

Manual service dependency resolution. The OSGi spe-
cification clearly defines how the OSGi framework must
automate the resolution and management of imported and
exported Java packages among bundles. This same rigor is,
however, not applied to the management and resolution of
service dependencies. Since bundles interact through ser-

vices provided by other bundles, it is very likely that any
given bundle will have a reasonably complex set of service
dependencies. This means that bundle developers must
write complex and error-prone code to manage service de-
pendencies for each bundle created.

In the OSGi 2.0 specification, the OSGi organization intro-
duced the ServiceTracker utility, which is intended to
simplify the management of service dependencies. Unfortu-
nately, it is cumbersome to use and still requires much
manual effort on the part of the bundle developer. A tech-
nology that demonstrates the feasibility of more fully auto-
mated service dependencies is available in the form of the
Service Binder [Cervantes2003]. The Service Binder allows
bundle developers to describe a bundle's service dependen-
cies in a declarative XML file and then automatically man-
ages those dependencies and the bundle instance at run
time. At this point, the OSGi organization has not con-
sidered any similar comprehensive support for service de-
pendency automation, although it has introduced a service
for “wiring” services that is described in section 6.

Manual resource discovery. The OSGi specification
defines how the framework automatically resolves imported
packages to locally deployed exported packages, but it does
not define a standard way to discover and deploy required
packages from external sources. As a result, it is the re-
sponsibility of the deployer to manually traverse the transit-
ive closure of package dependencies, find bundles that
provide the required packages, and deploy them. This can
be realized through an OSGi management console provided
by a third party, but these types of tools are proprietary and
promote vendor lock-in. The lack of standard resource dis-
covery mechanisms also applies to service dependencies;
even if service dependencies are automated, using techno-
logy like the Service Binder described above, this only
helps if the services are already deployed locally. There is
no standard way to discover which services are available
for deployment.

Flat service registry. The service registry of the OSGi
framework is a simple, flat collection of service implement-
ations offered by installed bundles. As a result, all services
offered by any given bundle are visible to other installed
bundles. A form of service visibility control can be
achieved via security permissions, but this approach is
somewhat coarse grained, since it enforces visibility on the
service interface name level. This means that, for a specific
bundle, service visibility is a boolean flag: either the bundle
can see all instances of a given service interface or it can
see none. The possibility to limit a bundle from seeing
some instances of a given service interface, while still being
able to see others of the same service interface does not ex-
ist. The need for a hierarchical or scoped service registry is
not necessarily one of security concerns, but one of predict-
able or controlled service composition. This is also related
to the next issue.

No service composition level. An application on top of the
OSGi framework is assembled dynamically from a collec-



tion of bundles interacting with each other via provided ser-
vices. This model is convenient because application build-
ing blocks are loosely coupled, but this loose coupling can
have drawbacks. Since the OSGi framework allows bundles
to register any number of implementations for a given ser-
vice interface, it is possible for multiple candidate service
implementations to exist at the moment a service depend-
ency is being resolved. This leads to ambiguity in knowing
which service to select, in particular when selection filters
are not precise enough. The OSGi specification defines an
algorithm for selecting a service when multiple candidates
are available that is based on service rankings assigned by
the bundles themselves or on the order in which services
were registered, but these approaches are not sufficient to
express preferences for a particular service implementation
if it is available, for example.

Even if an application can accept the default OSGi service
selection policy, for reasons of predictability, it is likely
that the application will have to manually manage and re-
cord which service implementation it was using (via the
service PID, which persistently identifies a service instance)
in order to ensure it keeps using the same service after ser-
vice changes occur in the framework. The reason the ap-
plication cannot guarantee predictability by default is be-
cause it cannot control the whether a service with a higher
ranking will be introduced at a later time. To better under-
stand this scenario, consider a service that provides a servlet
user interface to manage some device. If an application
wants to use such a service, it would most likely prefer to
continue to use the same service instance that it was bound
to when it was initially invoked, instead of switching at
each invocation to the highest ranked service. Switching to
the highest ranked service might confuse the end user, if he
or she is presented with a slightly different user interface
each time the application is used.

 5 Future Work
It is unclear whether any of the issues described in the pre-
vious section will ever be addressed or if they should be ad-
dressed by the OSGi specification. Regardless, it is import-
ant that the issues are known and understood. Further, it is
possible that OSGi framework implementations can be
amenable to experimentation in these areas. For example,
because Oscar uses the Module Loader, which clearly sep-
arates out the OSGi policy decisions, it is easy to modify,
tweak, and experiment with alternative policies.

The Module Loader is only the first step towards breaking
down a service-oriented platform into its core pieces. Be-
sides class loading, there are at least two other core pieces
to a service platform: a deployment mechanism and a ser-
vice registry. The goal for future Oscar implementations is
to try to define these service platform pieces in generic,
policy-driven terms, similar to the Module Loader. Upon
completion of such a goal, then the OSGi service frame-
work would simply become a (hopefully) thin personality
layer on top of these core service platform pieces.

In addition to this goal, an extension of the Service Binder
work is underway to provide more sophisticated service
composition mechanisms to facilitate complex, but predict-
able application composition. Lastly, a student project is
underway to define a simple, open resource discovery ser-
vice for packages and services for OSGi bundles.

 6 Related Work
Related work includes component and service platforms de-
signed to be used in restricted environments. These plat-
forms include PECOS, Robocop and Jini. Other related
work includes service composition mechanisms such as the
OSGi Wiring service.

The goal of PECOS [Pecos2002] is to enable component-
based software development of embedded systems by
providing an environment that supports the specification,
composition, configuration checking, and deployment of
embedded systems built from software components.
PECOS defines a component model that supports hierarch-
ical compositions, although these compositions are exclus-
ively static. The goal of the PECOS project is to ensure that
component compositions are correct and for this purpose,
the notion of rules (i.e., statically checkable constraints) is
introduced as a means to provide stronger correctness
checks than mere syntactical checks or type checking.
Pecos applications however exhibit no dynamic behavior.

Robocop [Robocop2002] is a project whose aim is to define
an open, component-based partial architecture for the mid-
dleware layer in high-volume embedded appliances that en-
ables robust and reliable operation, upgrading and exten-
sion, and component trading. The appliances targeted by
Robocop are consumer terminals such as mobile phones,
set-top boxes, and network gateways. Robocop compon-
ents, which are similar to Microsoft COM components, are
delivered as a set of models that include the executable
code, simulation models, and behavior models. Robocop's
execution environment supports run-time component re-
placement and integration. Although this is a very related to
OSGi, its status is currently unknown.

Jini [Arnold1999] provides an environment for creating ap-
plications out of distributed services provided, for example,
by physical devices. The service concept of Jini is ex-
tremely similar to that of OSGi, since Jini services are also
described as Java interfaces. The differences are that ser-
vices in Jini are organized into named groups and that Jini
is a distributed infrastructure which supports the existence
of multiple registries. When a service requester finds a ser-
vice it wishes to use, it receives a proxy that is responsible
for communicating with the actual service provider through
mechanisms such as RMI. Jini introduces the concept of
leasing as a mechanism used to give access to resources
over a period of time in an agreed upon manner. Jini does,
however, not define the way services should be composed
or the way providers and requesters should be deployed.

The OSGi [OSGi2003] Wiring Service is a service that
provides a mechanism to compose OSGi services. Services



are categorized either as producers or consumers and are
connected between each other through connectors called
wires. A wire is specifically created for a particular produ-
cer and consumer and the association between these two
services occurs at the moment that the services become
available. Wires can be created and bound to producers and
consumers during run time, but there is no way to describe
an application as a topology.

 7 Conclusion
The OSGi service framework provides a simple, light-
weight framework for creating service-oriented applica-
tions. Because of these characteristics, the OSGi framework
is seeing an increased interest in applying it to both con-
sumer device and non-consumer device domain areas. This
paper presented details of a specific implementation of the
OSGi framework, called Oscar, in order to shed some light
on the framework's internal workings. The authors' experi-
ence implementing the OSGi framework lead to a deeper
understanding of more general service platform issues that
were also presented in this paper. The intent of this paper
was not to evaluate the OSGi framework directly, but to
open a general service platform discussion. The OSGi
framework and other related service platforms show great
potential for advancing how applications of the future are
created.
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